
Prodigals 

 

II. 

When Chandrika reached eighteen, it was 2265. Her impromptu homeschooling ended 

when the city of New Bangalore was finally named four years ago, and with it came 

schools and theaters and a city hall, all the specialized facilities vital to a proper 

society. Her family had moved out of the pre-fab complex, the mushroom shape of 

which she rather missed, and into a modest, cultural-authentic house built from local 

materials. She excelled in her formal education and easily enrolled into the 

newly-established University of Bangalore, formerly only a virtual entity in the 

planetary net and only beginning to settle into its new buildings. Her parents had been 

proud of Chandrika’s upbringing, producing what they saw as an exemplary young 

woman, both intelligent and athletic. Even among all the inhabitants of Pūrvavideha 

who shared the bird-like build of eight-tenths gravity, she seemed to possess a 

particular fluid grace. The chromatic treatments she had received as a child have only 

started to show through though, turning her irises into a candy-like purple. She 

personally considered it tacky. But overall, she could never consider herself as having 

lived a hard life. 

 

So she tried to keep her railings against fate to a minimum when her father’s adaptive 

genofixing treatment triggered a rare genetic defect, causing his immune system to 

start eating his own body. Nandan Rao now languishes in an expensive medical 

facility orbiting Earth, his once golden-brown skin grey with sinkholes and fissures. 

His post in the SCI and his value of his scientific contributions meant that he was 

beyond well-insured – he could at least afford to keep his life prolonged, against a 

retrovirus that he helped develop. Chandrika received videos from him whenever he 

could stay awake long enough to send them, priority light-mail beamed from the 

courier ship as soon as it entered planetary space. They exchanged bitter ironies and 

soothing words, but she saw the dimness of his eyes through the hi-res video streams, 

saw from the one-way conversations that his mind was battered this way that that by 

dark currents of agony. 

 

Chandrika’s mother had not taken this as well as her daughter had. Her only recourse 

was to bury herself twice as deeply in her own work, managing colony finances and 

arranging loans for prospective settlers. In her zeal, she sometimes departed to another 

system to handle local affairs, staying away from home for years at a time. Chandrika 

was used to solitude in her childhood, but the emptiness of her house held a particular 

gloom, despite the intentions of the architects. It was designed to be a cozy, warm 



family dwelling designed for maximum social harmony and engagement, and the 

prolonged absence of other people in the house seemed to reverse these effects. 

 

On one warm night, the loneliness overcame her. Chandrika put down her 

assignments and called up her networking assistant. The semi-intelligent software 

showed her on her little personal terminal the two candidates who were close enough 

and inclined enough to go out drinking with her. She called them up, put on her coat 

and went out, shutting off the only light in the house. The garden looked less 

welcoming at night that she had ever remembered as she hurriedly stepped past the 

shadowy bushes, colorless under the clouded moon.  

 

Her own electric mover was tucked behind the low wall, next to the rustic wooden 

front gate. She had to push it open herself to get her car out, maneuvering the little red 

vehicle with her terminal remote through the narrow gateway. Then she 

conscientiously closed and locked the gate, got onto the mover and headed downtown, 

where the trio had agreed to meet. 

 

The center of New Bangalore was much livelier than the sleepy suburbs. It contained 

not only a greater concentration of people but also of data, flitting and churning into 

aggregates through their mutual proximity, a dance that only changed its rhythm at 

night. Maybe it was the colonists’ subconscious way of dealing with a ten-hour night, 

crowding in the business which the daylight hours could not fit. Besides, it was Friday 

night. 

 

Chandrika concentrated on the busy road, ignoring persistent jackverts that tried to 

sneak in from the edges of her vision. It was a skill everyone practiced whenever they 

could, after news broke over the SCI data-net that the accumulated information 

density in Sol was turning receptive people into wall-eyed memetic zombies. The 

quiet hum of her electric mover’s engine joined with dozens of others to form an 

insectile buzz that circulated the auto-lanes of the city, fending off the inviting music 

from the shops that lined them. She checked the mapping software in her 

environmentally-dampened driver’s compartment and pulled to a silent stop in a 

side-street between an apartment and a boutique store. 

 

Rajeev and G.N. were waiting. The two turned when they saw Chandrika’s car 

approach and hopped in without a word, bringing the awkward silence between them 

into the passenger’s compartment. Chandrika realized that her friends didn’t actually 



know each other that well. After pulling out of the curb, she broke the silence. “Do I 

need to introduce you two?” 

 

G.N. Vanada, a dark-haired, dark-skinned young man who gave off a general 

impression of darkness, made a chuckling noise with his nostrils. Slouching easily on 

the other side of the compartment, Rajeev said “That’s okay, Chandrika. We’re all in 

the Class of ’69, remember?”  

 

“But that doesn’t mean we actually know each other. We all have different academic 

interests and live all over the colony. For all I know, you could be second-stagers who 

just arrived on the planet a month ago and enrolled in New Bangalore because it is the 

only university on Pūrvavideha with any substance!” 

 

G.N. chuckled again, while Rajeev protested in that childlike way of his, “But you 

know I’m not fresh off the lander!” He eyed his companion. “Although he…” 

 

“Actually, we do know each other.” G.N. interrupted. “Before you arrived, we were 

just talking about the alien contact issue again. I was suggesting that the SCI should 

bolster its military technology so we at least wouldn’t be easy targets, while my friend 

here said that we should put our budget into the economic development of the existing 

colonies, because he holds onto the ridiculous Asimovian assumption that for any 

alien civilization to survive becoming interstellar, they must learn to become 

pacifists.” 

 

“What’s wrong with the idea?” Rajeev countered. “As technology improves with time, 

so does the destrctiveness of military weapons, and we all know that this growth rate 

always outpaces the physical expansion of a civilization. And when this happens, the 

danger of total civilizational destruction becomes more and more likely!” 

 

“Like ours, you mean?” G.N. said. “Are you suggesting that the SCI colonizes more 

and more new planets just so we can run away from our own WMDs? Besides, human 

civilization has been as warlike as we’ve always been, and we’re not dead yet…” 

 

“Oh, fate! Not xenohawks vs. xenodoves! Not in my car!” Chandrika exclaimed. She 

had seen G.N. in the debating club and it was never pretty. 

 

“All right.” G.N. said, while Rajeev slouched back in mock huffiness. “That’s not 

what we’re supposed to do tonight.” 



 

“We’re supposed to drink.” Rajeev added. 

 

Chandrika parked her mover in a lot and the three got off to walk the rest of the way. 

Metropolitan traffic planning was never convenient. Population density in New 

Bangalore has yet to squeeze buildings skywards like those on Earth, but the battle for 

precious space has already left many casualties in its wake. 

 

“Oh shit. It’s closed.” The little group stopped as Chandrika peered down at her 

lighted terminal for directions. 

 

“Where are we going anyway? On the messenger, you only mentioned going 

downtown.” said G.N. 

 

 “Morley’s. Down Foundation Street.” Chandrika closed the map program with a curt 

command. “It only opened three months ago and I wanted to try it.” 

 

“Is it run by an Anglo?” Rajeev asked. 

 

“Yes it is. Do you have something against Anglos?” 

 

“No, no. It’s just part of what I study, that’s all. Contemporary colonization studies. 

It’s one thing to read about the disenfranchised nationalities moving into the colonies, 

but it’s much more interesting to see it happen first-hand.” 

 

“Not many Anglos on this planet yet.” G.N. agreed. “But one bar opening and closing 

is hardly representative of economic trends throughout the Human Sphere.” 

 

“I never said it was.” Rajeev replied plaintively. “SCI statisticians have established it 

long before I did. The first waves of settlers on the third-wave worlds were ethnically 

homogenous, like all our parents here, and they give the colony a foundational 

identity. All the Indians go on an Indian world; all the Anglos go on an Anglophone 

world. It supposedly promotes social stability, you see? But the United States of 

America did fine without it. All the trend shows is that there’s a change in SCI grand 

strategy, or the influence of the nationalist lobbies is giving way to the federalists. 

Personally, I welcome it.” 

 



“Your federalist stance is showing, Rajeev.” G.N. flipped out his own terminal. “And 

I thought you were a middle-class, second-generation descendant of a third-wave 

colonist?”  

 

“Nothing but a stereotype.” Rajeev answered. He looked about half-comically. “So, 

where’re we going to go now?” 

 

“We would go somewhere warmer, but you two seem more interested in having 

academic discussions standing at the middle of the pavement.” Chandrika sighed with 

a sudden tiredness. “Look, guys, we’ll get something from the fackers and then we 

can go to my place to drink. I’ll even let you debate in the car.” 

 

“Is that okay with your family?” G.N. asked. 

 

“I have no brothers or sisters, my mother’s out working and my father is…away. So 

the house is empty most of the time. I need some noise to fill the silence up.” 

 

As the trio turned around to go the car-park, Rajeev asked, “Was that a lewd 

invitation?” and laughed. 

 

It would be overly flattering to say that the two were vying for her attention in their 

own particular way. Chandrika, like many youths of her generation, had a vast 

probability cloud of friends floating in the phase space of relationships, mapped out 

by micrographic submissions of feelings, contacts and software. Online chatting was 

fine for maintaining the web, but physical contact was a Schrödinger-like 

quantification. 

 

The electric mover pulled up at Chandrika’s house amidst the dark suburbs. Her 

passengers looked at her querulously.  

 

“That’s my place.” She explained. “I need to open the gate first.” 

 

The neighborhood energy saving plan was in full effect – the trio had to navigate with 

their illuminated terminals. Rajeev and G.N. didn’t need any encouragement to help 

her open the gate (“hey, isn’t this real wood?” exclaimed Rajeev, the city boy) and 

they stood on the porch, carrying the liquor and watching Chandrika remote-control 

her car into the garden. 

 



G.N. suddenly started to sweep his terminal light back and forth across the garden, 

revealing brief circles of bleached leaves and bark. 

 

“What are you doing?” Chandrika asked. She disengaged with her car’s autopilot and 

stepped lightly onto the porch. 

 

“I’m sorry.” G.N. turned his terminal light back to ambient, suffusing himself and 

Rajeev in a soft glow. “I suddenly remembered you saying that you had an Elephant 

Tree in the garden. I’ve never seen a real one, that’s all. Do you still keep it?” 

 

“Oh, it’s not there any more.” Chandrika walked past her friends and unlocked the 

door. “It turned out that its lifespan wasn’t very long. Splicing errors, accelerated 

telomere decay and all that…It died a couple of years ago and left a big mess in the 

garden. Bits of it just disintegrated and killed the grass where they landed. After we 

dug it out, nothing would ever grow on that spot again.” 

 

Chandrika’s terminal went into spotlight mode and she stabbed it into the murky 

foliage, exposing a bald hump of earth. 

 

“That’s where it used to be.” She said and went into the house. 

 

“We need to get drinking soon.” Rajeev said thoughtfully as the duo followed her. 

 


